
CO552 Standards for Grading 
 
# Standard Name Evidence of Mastery Assessments 

1.  Style -- naming Can create meaningful names for variables, methods, and classes 
Can punctuate and capitalize names appropriately 
Can use CAPS for constant variables 
 

 

2.  Style – layout Can indent all code statements at the proper level 
Can place all brace pairs under their enclosing block 
Can use braces in all situations where a code block may exist 
Can use whitespace effectively to make code readable 
 

 

3.  Style -- comments Can use Javadoc comments for all class headers 
Can use Javadoc comments for all function headers 
Can use @tags appropriately in all Javadoc comments 
Can use comments judiciously to make code readable 
 

 

4.  Basics of Java Can create, modify, and use primitive variables 
Can use conditional blocks to control execution 
Can use looping blocks to repeat sections of code 
Can create objects and call their methods 
Can create classes containing fields, constructors, and methods 
Can write methods using parameters and return values 
 

 

5.  1D arrays + 
ArrayLists 

Can create a new ArrayList object for a given element type 
Can add, remove, and access elements in an ArrayList 
Can create a new 1D array for a given element type 
Can modify and access array elements 
Can determine capacity and load for ArrayLists and arrays 
Can pass ArrayLists and arrays as function parameters 
 

 



6.  2D arrays Can create a new 2D array for a given element type 
Can modify and access 2D array elements 
Can determine the dimensions of a 2D array 
Can pass and return 2D arrays in functions 
 

 

7.  Simple sorting Can implement and use the insertion sort algorithm 
Can implement and use the selection sort algorithm 
Can sort both arrays of primitives and arrays of objects 
 

 

8.  Simple searching Can implement and use the linear search algorithm 
Can implement and use the binary search algorithm 
Can understand the increased efficiency of binary search 
 

 

9.  Recursion Can convert a given iterative definition to a recursive definition 
Can identify base case, recursive case, and MTBC for a given recursive solution 
Can design an elegant recursive solution for a given problem, where appropriate 
Can implement a given recursive algorithm using Java methods 
Can write recursive methods that use return values to produce output 
 

 

10.  Advanced sorting Can implement and use the merge sort algorithm 
Can implement and use the quick sort algorithm 
 

 

11.  Linked lists Can use the built-in LinkedList class to store data 
Can write correct code to add data to a CD linked list 
Can write correct code to traverse a CD linked list 
Can write correct code to remove data from a CD linked list 
Can compare the efficiency of linked lists and arrays 
 

 

12.  Stacks and queues Can use the built-in Stack and Queue classes to store data 
Can implement a Stack using both arrays and linked lists 
Can implement a Queue using both arrays and linked lists 
 

 

13.  Case study Can write programs that use existing case study classes 
Can add features to existing case study classes 
Can make new classes that work in the case study environment 
 

 



14.  Style – naming 
(MP4) 

Can create meaningful names for variables, methods, and classes 
Can punctuate and capitalize names appropriately 
Can use CAPS for constant variables 
 

Lab: sets and maps 
Lab: Huffman coding 

15.  Style – layout 
(MP4) 

Can indent all code statements at the proper level 
Can place all brace pairs under their enclosing block 
Can use braces in all situations where a code block may exist 
Can use whitespace effectively to make code readable 
 

Lab: heaps and PQs 

16.  Style – comments 
(MP4) 

Can use Javadoc comments for all class headers 
Can use Javadoc comments for all function headers 
Can use @tags appropriately in all Javadoc comments 
Can use comments judiciously to make code readable 
 

Lab: BSTs 
Lab: Huffman coding 

17.  Sets and maps Can use the HashSet class to store lists of unique items 
Can use the HashMap class to store hash tables 
 

Lab: sets and maps 
Quiz 3/31 
Lab: Huffman coding 
 

18.  File input/output Can open and read text files using BufferedReader 
Can open and write text files using PrintWriter 
Can use the try/catch block structure to catch I/O errors 
 

Lab: sets and maps 
Lab: heaps and PQs 
Lab: BSTs 
Lab: Huffman coding 
 

19.  Heaps Understands the definition of a heap 
Can set up the basic data structure for a generic heap 
Can write methods for adding and removing heap data 
 

Lab: heaps and PQs 
Quiz 4/7 

20.  Priority queues Understands the definition of a priority queue 
Can implement priority queues using heaps 
 

Lab: heaps and PQs 
Quiz 4/7 



21.  Binary search 
trees 

Understands the definition of a BST 
Can set up the basic data structure for a generic BST 
Can write methods for finding a value in a BST 
Can write methods for adding a value to a BST 
Can write methods for removing a value from a BST 
Can implement preorder, postorder, and inorder traversals 
 

Lab: BSTs 
Quiz 4/14 
 

22.  Project proposal Proposal contains a complete, detailed description of the project 
Proposal describes the nature of the user interface in detail 
Proposal covers only requirements, not design 
 

Project proposal 
Project design 

23.  Project design Can create a lo-fi prototype that effectively communicates concept 
Can create complete and detailed CRC cards for each class 
Can create an accurate class diagram for all classes in project 

Project design 
Alpha build 
Beta build 
 

24.  Alpha/beta builds Can create an alpha build that shows a complete linear run-through 
Can create a beta build that is feature-complete 

Alpha build 
Beta build 
 

25.  Program execution  Final project 

26.  Ease of use  Final project 

27.  Class design  Final project 

28.  Coding style  Final project 

 


